
Dear Residents of the Hawes and High Abbotside area, 

  

At this time we only have 152 registered members on this alert system in your area and 

obviously the more residents registered, the better this system will work. I would therefore 

really appreciate it if you know anyone else in your area that may benefit from this service, that 

you encourage them to register please. The feedback I am getting so far in relation to how it is 

working is overwhelmingly positive, so let's try and boost our numbers. 

It may be that you have a WhatsApp group in your street, or can pass it around another way via 

social media, or even if you just encouraged your neighbour to sign up, that would be fantastic! 

Even if we just get a few more sign ups in your area, I believe it will make a big difference 

overall. 

There are 2 ways to sign up. 

• Simply ask them to visit 'North Yorkshire Community Messenger' on the internet and 

sign up. This is the easiest way and saves me some time, which I will be very happy with 

as I can be out on patrol even more. 

• However, I am more than happy if they prefer to e mail me directly on 

martin.metcalfe@northyorkshire.police.uk with the following information. Full name         

Address with post code         E mail Address     Mobile Phone Number   Landline Number 

(Ideally, but not necessary).       They can also give me up to 3 issues that are affecting 

them locally (or confirm they have no issues) so I can record this on our system and try 

to improve things for them, if necessary. They can also give us a rating out of 1 to 5 on 

how confident they would be in relation to our response if they contacted North 

Yorkshire Police, with 1 being not confident, to 5 being really confident of a good 

response. 

I really do appreciate your time as I know everyone is busy, but I genuinely believe the more 

people we can get registered on this system in your area the better things will be for you and if 

you can help me with this, I would be most grateful. 

 

Martin Metcalfe 
(Police, Inspector, Richmondshire) 

mailto:martin.metcalfe@northyorkshire.police.uk

